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Abstract–Speech-training systems providing visual feedback of vocal tract shape are found to be 

useful for improving vowel articulation. Estimation of vocal tract shape, based on LPC and other 

analysis techniques, generally fails during stop closures, due to low signal energy and unavailability 

of spectral information. A technique has been investigated for the estimation of place of constriction 

during stop closures by performing bivariate polynomial surface modeling on vocal tract area values 

during transition segments preceding and following the closure and their interpolation during closure 

segment. The place of constriction estimated with our technique compared well with the actual 

constriction locations observed from the articulatory data in /Ca/ utterances. The technique can be 

used for improving effectiveness of speech-training systems for the production of stop consonants. 
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1. Introduction 
Children having prelinguistic profound hearing impairment have great difficulty in acquiring speech 

because of lack of auditory cues. It is possible to teach them to speak intelligibly by use of appropriate 

non-auditory feedback by providing supplementary information through visual feedback of acoustic 

and articulatory speech parameters [1]–[3]. The acoustic parameters include: speech intensity, 

fundamental frequency, spectral features, etc., while the articulatory parameters include: voicing, 

nasality, lip movement, tongue movement, etc.  

Electromyography data of the hearing impaired and normal hearing persons are almost similar in 

case of lip movement, but it differs in case of tongue movement [2]. Labial consonants produced by 

hearing impaired persons tend to be more intelligible than lingual consonants and vowels. This 

emphasizes the importance of relative visibility of articulatory gestures in determining the ease with 

which hearing impaired persons learn to produce specific sounds. Visual feedback of the vocal tract 

shape can serve an important role in developing correct articulatory efforts. Speech-training systems 

providing visual feedback of vocal tract shape have been found to be useful for improvement in vowel 

articulation by the hearing impaired [4]–[8]. 

Estimation of the vocal tract area function from speech signal, an inverse problem, can be carried 

out by one of the several techniques: LPC analysis [9], use of formants and factor analysis [10], use of 

formants and perturbation theory [11], mapping via articulatory codebook [12], etc. Other indirect 

methods for estimation of the vocal tract shape are based on measurement of input impedance (either 

in frequency domain [13], [14] or in time domain [15]) at the lips using an impedance tube. Most of 

these techniques are reported to work satisfactorily for vowels. However, shape estimation fails if 

spectral information is not available, for example during oral stop closure duration [9], [12], [16]. 

Hence, it is important to investigate a technique for vocal tract shape estimation for consonant 

articulation which can be used for improving effectiveness of the speech-training systems for the 

hearing impaired persons. 

LPC based vocal tract shape estimation, not involving automated tracking of formants, is suitable 

for real-time processing, and hence despite its limitation in modeling the speech spectral zeros, it is 

used for developing speech training aids. From the investigations carried out for LPC based vocal 

tract shape estimation for various vowel-stop consonant-vowel (VCV) utterances, it was observed that 

area values were random and unrelated to place of constriction during stop closure. However, 

variation in the area values during vowel-consonant (VC) and consonant-vowel (CV) transition 
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segments present before and after stop closure appear to be different for different places of closure. 

Hence, the information for estimating the place of closure may be contained in the short transition 

segments preceding and following the stop closure. This paper presents investigations for vocal tract 

shape estimation during stop closures by performing 2D interpolation of bivariate polynomial surfaces 

based on estimated area values during the transition segments in VCV utterances. The technique 

implementation, reported earlier in [17] and [18], permits automated processing of the acquired 

utterances. Utterances of the type /aCa/ were analyzed and the estimated place of constrictions was 

compared with the typical ranges for the place of constrictions for bilabial, alveolar, and velar stop 

consonants. For direct validation of the technique, it is applied to acoustic signals that have been 

simultaneously acquired with articulatory data [19] so that estimated location of constrictions can 

directly be compared to the actual constriction locations.  
 

2. LPC Based Vocal Tract Shape Estimation 
Vocal tract shape was estimated from reflection coefficients obtained using LPC analysis of speech 

signal, using Wakita‟s speech analysis model and Robinson‟s algorithm for optimum inverse filtering 

[9], [20]. The vocal tract was assumed to be 17 cm long from the glottis to the lips, a typical value for 

an adult male. For avoiding fixed-point arithmetic related recursive errors and dynamic range 

limitation, the processing was carried out with floating-point arithmetic. The vocal tract shapes were 

obtained with analysis window size equal to twice the average pitch period and LPC order 12 on 

speech signal sampled with Fs of 11.025 kHz.   
In order to study the consistency of shape estimation with amplitude and pitch variation in 

vowels, and to study the dynamics of shape estimation during transitions, we have used “areagram”, a 

spectrogram [20] like 2D display of square-root of cubic-spline interpolated vocal tract area values 

plotted as grey levels as a function of time along x–axis and glottis-to-lips (G-L) distance along y–

axis. In this display, each new vertical frame corresponds to shifting the analysis window by 5 ms ( 

55 samples, for Fs = 11.025 kHz). Areagram provides a visualization of the variation in vocal tract 

shape. For speech training, appropriate displays involving cartoons or games based on dynamically 

varying vocal tract shape need to be devised and tested. 

The consistency and validity of the estimated shapes was checked by analyzing synthesized and 

natural vowels and VCV utterances and the results have been reported in [21]. LPC based vocal tract 

shape estimation for vowels were found to be independent of pitch variation and amplitude variation 

(over an attenuation range of 0–40 dB). For verifying shape tracking ability of LPC based estimation, 

vowel-semivowel-vowel utterances were analyzed. Areagram results showed proper transition in 

vocal tract shapes and correct estimation of place of articulation for semivowels. Next, VCV 

utterances involving stop consonants were analyzed. Estimated place of articulation was proper for 

vowel segments, but area estimates were random and unrelated to place of constriction during stop 

closure due to zero or low signal energy and unavailability of relevant spectral information. However, 

analyses of a large number of VCV utterances showed that variation in area values during transition 

segments before and after stop closure were distinctly different for different places of stop closures. It 

indicated that variation in estimated area values during transition segments may contain information 

related to place of articulation for stop consonants. 
 

3. Shape Estimation during Stop Closure 
In a VCV utterance, the dynamic movement of articulators before and after the stop closure 

(represented here as VC and CV transition segments) is related to the articulatory positions for the 

vowel preceding and following the stop closure, and the actual place of the stop closure. The dynamic 

variation in the estimated vocal tract area values during VC and CV transition segments were used to 

estimate the shape during closure duration. Polynomial and spline interpolation [22] are useful for 

curve or surface fitting of a univariate or bivariate data, using the least-squares method. We have 

investigated bivariate polynomial [22], [23] based surface modeling of estimated area values during 

the transition segments for estimating the place of articulation during closure segment. Movement of 

articulators is characterized by formant transitions and second degree differential equations are 

reported to provide good fits to the formant transitions [24]. Hence, investigations were carried out 

with the second and third degree bivariate polynomials to model the area values.  

The estimated vocal tract area values, g(x, y), during VC and CV transition segments were 
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modeled by the bivariate polynomial surface, f(x, y), 

within a small error r(x, y). Here „x‟ represents 

analysis frame number along time axis and „y‟ 

represents one of the integer values from 1 to 12 (as 

12 area values are estimated per frame) along glottis-

to-lips distance. Figure 1 shows the transition 

segments along with a possible way for selecting 

area values for the surface modeling. Value xa along 

x–axis corresponds to the starting position of the 

transition segment along x–direction, xb and xc mark 

the segment over which area values can not be 

estimated, and xd marks the end of the transition. 

Thus estimated area values which are used for 

surface approximation correspond to ba xxx  , 

dc xxx  , and ba yyy  . The number of 

frames to the left and right of stop closure used for surface modeling are Lcol = xb  xa + 1 and 

Rcol = xd  xc + 1 respectively.  

The second degree bivariate polynomial surface is given by 
2 2

0 1 2 3 4 5( , )f x y c c x c y c xy c x c y         (1) 

where f(x, y) approximates g(x, y) in the least-squares sense and c0–c5 are the polynomial coefficients. 

The third degree bivariate polynomial surface is given by 
2 3 2 3 2 2

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9( , )f x y d d x d x d x d y d y d y d xy d x y d xy            (2) 

where d0–d9 are the polynomial coefficients. In order to evaluate the polynomial coefficients in (1) 

and (2), we need to have 2 ab yyj  for second degree and 3 for third degree polynomials 

respectively. As the 12–section values are plotted along the y–axis, we get 12 byj . Equations 

(1) and (2) for a set of q points, with q > 6 and q > 10 for the second and third degree polynomial 

approximations respectively, result in an overdetermined system of simultaneous linear equations. 

The matrix formulation of linear equations followed by its pseudo–inverse operation, as reported 

earlier in [17] and [18], were used for obtaining polynomial coefficients in (1) and (2). Two-

dimensional interpolation of polynomial surfaces during stop closure duration resulted in estimation 

of area values during stop closure [17], [18]. For bivariate polynomial surface generation, the stop 

closure boundary locations need to be known. These locations were estimated using short-time 

average magnitudes and empirically selected threshold values. The fricative burst release before the 

transition was excluded for bivariate surface modeling. 
  

4. Results and Discussion 
The technique for estimation of the place of constriction during stop closures was applied to the 

speech utterances of the type /aCa/ with stop consonants /p/, /b/, /t/, /d/, /k/, and /g/. The results 

obtained, reported in [17] and [18], showed that the place of constriction could be consistently 

estimated for both voiced and unvoiced stops. Estimated place of constriction was compared with the 

typical range for the place of constriction available from MRI data and X-ray images. It was observed 

that estimation of place of constriction for bilabial, alveolar, and velar stop consonants was more 

consistent with the second degree surface modeling of area values than with the third degree surfaces 

[17], [18].  
For a direct validation, the technique was applied to acoustic signals that have been 

simultaneously acquired with articulatory data, available from the University of Wisconsin [19] so 

that estimated location of constrictions can directly be compared to the actual constriction locations. 

The database incorporated point-parameterized representation of lingual, labial, and mandibular 

movements recorded using X-ray microbeam system (XRMB), in synchrony with the resulting 

acoustic wave. Utterances of the type /Ca/ involving voiced stop consonants /b/, /d/, and /g/ were 

analyzed for the estimation of the place of stop closure. The estimated place of constriction for the 

Fig. 1.  Selection of area values during 

transition segments for 2D interpolation.  
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stop consonants was compared against the 

actual place of constriction recorded with the 

XRMB system.  

Interpolation results based on second 

degree polynomials were more consistent in 

estimating the place of constriction than the 

third degree polynomials. Interpolation result 

for the utterance /da/ spoken by an adult 

male speaker, based on second degree 

polynomial surface modeling of area values is 

shown in Fig. 2. Parts (a), (b), and (c) show 

spectrogram, areagram, and waterfall diagram 

for /da/. The figure caption shows the 

number of frames (Lcol and Rcol) and the 

number of rows (j) required for the surface 

modeling and interpolation for the proper 

estimation of place of articulation. It is 

observed from the result in part (b) that the 

estimated location of constriction during stop 

closure is around the normalized distance of 

0.8. The estimated location of constriction 

obtained from our algorithm was compared 

with the actual constriction location recorded 

with X-ray microbeam system. Part (d) of Fig. 

2 shows x-y articulatory plot for the maximum 

vocal tract constriction during stop closure for 

the utterance /da/. Based on x-position of the 

pellet markers and with the assumption that 

the length of the vocal tract from glottis-to-lips 

is equal to 17 cm, the actual location of 

maximum vocal tract constriction was 

calculated. It was normalized on the scale of 0 

(glottis location) to 1 (lips location) for its 

comparison with the estimated place of 

constriction. The actual place of maximum 

constrictions for /da/ was found to be 0.8. 

Thus, the estimated place of constriction 

matched exactly with the actual place. The 

estimated places of maximum constrictions for 

/ba/, /da/, and /ga/ for all the speakers 

matched well with the actual places of 

constrictions. 
 

5. Conclusion 
It may be concluded that least-squares surface 

modeling, with the second degree bivariate 

polynomials, of area values during transition 

segments before and after stop closure for 

utterances of the type /aCa/ and /Ca/ and its 

2D interpolation during stop closure can 

estimate the place of constriction of the 

original stop consonants. The technique can be used for improving the effectiveness of speech-

training systems for the production of stop consonants by providing visual feedback of the vocal tract 

shape, and specifically the place of maximum constriction during stop closures. 
 

Fig. 2. Second degree polynomial surface 

interpolation results for the utterance /da/: (a) 

wideband spectrogram; (b) and (c) areagram 

and corresponding waterfall diagram (surface 

generation parameters j = 5, Lcol = 5, and Rcol = 

5); (d) x-y articulatory plot from X-ray 

microbeam data for maximum vocal tract 

constriction during stop closure for the 

utterance /da/. Labels in part (d) correspond 

to: 1-Back pharyngeal wall; 2-Palate; 3-Tongue 

and four pellet markers; 4 & 5-Upper and 

lower lip pellet markers respectively; 6 & 7-

Pellet position along x- and y-axis respectively 

in mm. 
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